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e-Library Revision D:  
 

 There are still outstanding issues related to the e-Library RevD before this version can be 

deployed.  The 3.2.1 version of e-Library RevD interface has been enhanced to give it a 

new look and feel using standard Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The e-Library RevD 

interface is consistent with the new SirsiDynix product, the Enterprise, because of shared 

cascading style sheets.  

 

 For libraries to implement their own customization on e-library RevD require the use of 

certain colors, font sizes, or images to match with the new format. The configuration for 

the pages also would require creating new custom CSS files for the displays to work 

properly. 

 

We have categorized RevD issues in three areas: 

 

Match RevD with RevC customization:  

 

 This is to ensure all current customizations from our current RevC version are accurately 

rolled over into the RevD version. There are 13 new custom pages for RevD, from which 

we have successfully updated 12 pages. The last custom page which displays either 

“XXX GUEST” or the patron barcode at the top left of the search screen is still being 

looked into. 

 

 Custom CSS required: 

 

1. Custom Place a Hold button. 

2. Printing Search Results lists. 

 

Known issues:  

 

1. Custom change to display fields under Holdings tab only displays Pub.Info and 

General Note. The Physical Description line is blank and does not show number 

of pages. 

       

       

Patch Cluster 5: 
 

Sirsi released Patch Cluster 5 in June, just after our upgrade. We have loaded this patch 

onto the test server, and have begun testing.  Patch Cluster 5 will fix Intermittent 



“Unavailable for Display” Message in Search  If multiple users searched simultaneously 

and used different libraries or library groups to limit their searches, the users were 

occasionally receiving "Unavailable for Display" messages when attempting to view the 

details of a record returned in their search. This happened in both WorkFlows and 

e-Library.  This error was reported by number of libraries. 

 

Important note: Patch Cluster 5 includes a new client, which means we have to send 

updated information to the technical contact of each library or walk you through to 

update your staff machines again. Our plan is to update the libraries with this new patch 

by the end of the year.  If your library has a preferred month/ time for updating, or a day 

that doesn’t work at all, please let us know.  This upgrade does not require any downtime 

for the libraries.   

 

ILS committee recommends that OLIS should deploy patch cluster 5 in early December.  

 

Related to the upgrades, we have updated the technical contacts for all libraries.  The list 

is attached for your review. 

 

C:\Documents and 
Settings\abatra\Desktop\Technical Contacts for the Library 10062009.xls

 
 
Open Borrowing Reports: 
 
As done in the past, per requirements from the Open Borrowing committee, we ran 

reports to provide circulation statistics for MAIN Open Borrowing. There were six 

reports generated broken by User Cat1 codes for OB_BCCLS, OB_LMXAC, OB_PALS, 

OB_SPARTA, OB_SUSSEX and OB_WARREN.  We delivered these reports on 

September 30
th

.  We provide these reports to the committee on a quarterly basis. 

 

 

ILS Report: 
 
We are working on the notices report and plan to complete this report by the end of 

October.  The report for November is awaiting decision from ILS committee.  
 

 


